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A B S T R A C T  
Participative leadership is a key factor in determining the success of the co
operative.Organizational culture that emphasizes is noble mannerism akhlakul karimah, 
is appropriate. Co-operative performance was assessed using the Balanced Scorecard 
concept.  This research is to highlights the member participation as moderator variable.  
The objectives of the research are to identify the influences of leadership and 
organizational culture as well as the member participation in relation to co
performance in North Sumatera Province, Indonesia. Questionnaires survey with Likert 
Scale was conducted in order to achieve the objectives. The respondents consisted of 
100 management as secretary or treasurer or manager. Data was analyzed using SPSS 
v20. According to this research, member participation moderates the relationship 
between organizational culture and performance using balanced scorecard concept that 
consist of member perspective, financial perspective, internal business process 
perspective and learning and growth perspective. 

INTRODUCTION 

operative is a form of society economic organization and there is in almost every region in Indonesia. 
operatives that are active as many as 147,249 units, spread across 33 provinces 

operatives and SMEs, 2015). As one legal entity to develop the economy of people, the cooperative has 
is different from the other economic enterprise. Co

producing product or service that used by its members. Position of the member is very important. Member 
participation in cooperatives has always been an important issue in the world, because the member is an 

operative and their active participation in and adherence to the cooperative business is 
integral to the success of cooperatives (Laursen et al., 2008). Without the member participations, the co
operative would be meaningless, and not able to work efficiently and effectively. In addition, the participation of 
other members are in the process of making decisions, determine the program and to the future dev
strategy, overseeing the business, venture capital and enjoy the benefits, as well as the rate de

However, there are some conditions that must be prepared to support the success of the cooperative. Joseph
99) stated that global leadership is the capital of the company in an intangible resource, as a key 

sustainable competitive advantage in the 21st century.  Leadership is a key factor in determining the success of 
cooperative performance. According to Anderson and Henehan (2003), the co-operative can succeed or at least 
be able to survive in an era of increasing competition today, the major factors is led by a board of qualified 
directors. They were able to respond quickly and appropriately on any changes that effect (Barr, 2005). 
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According to Steinheider et al. (2006), participative management is known by many names including shared 
leadership, employee empowerment, employee involvement, participative decision-making, dispersed 
leadership, open-book management, or industrial democracy.  Furthermore, in this system leader use leadership 
style is more emphasis on group work get under the stage.  
 The organizational culture is an important intangible asset within organization (Kaplan and Norton, 2004; 
Kaplan, 2010). Barney (1986), and Chatman and Bersade (1997) states that a strong organizational culture to 
improve organizational performance. In forming a work culture needed a strong leadership and endorsement of 
each element. Organizational culture and leadership can’t be separated, because organizational culture is driven 
by the leadership. In a co-operative, effective leadership factor is also one of the key factors in determining 
business development (Lawless and Reynolds, 2004).  
 
Performance of Cooperative: 
 To ensure that an organization run well, then these organizations should make the assessment. Performance 
appraisal is one of the essential part of an organization. Information about the performance of an organization 
can be used to evaluate whether the process of working being made by the organization of the so far has been in 
line with vision, mission and the purpose of the organization because in evaluate performance of an organization 
should be returned to the first goal of the establishment of these organizations (Poister, 2003). Performance 
concept defined as an outcome or degree of accomplishment (Byars and Rue, 1981). As an organization that has 
characteristics typical and different from other organisations, hence cooperatives also need a system of 
assessment in accordance with characteristics are also. Chalomklang (2010) has proposed the application of the 
concept of Balanced Scorecard in assessing the cooperatives performance.  
 Kaplan and Norton (2001), emphasized that the importance of performance measure by saying "You cannot 
control what you cannot measure." Balanced Scorecard is a deliberately selected balanced set of measures 
derived from the vision and strategies that represent a tool for leaders to use in communicating strategies to the 
organization and motivating change. Through the years, the Balanced Scorecard has evolved, from the 
performance measurement tool originally introduced by Kaplan and Norton (1992), to a tool for implementing 
strategies (Kaplan and Norton, 1996ab) and a framework for determining the alignment of organization‘s 
human, information and organization capital with its strategy (Kaplan and Norton, 2004). 
 Kaplan and Norton define Balanced Scorecard as a framework that helps organizations translate strategy 
into operational objectives that drive both behavior and performance (Kaplan and Norton, 2002). Ittner (2008) 
provides an overview of the statistical evidence on the performance consequences of intangible asset 
measurement. There are some evidences that non- financial performance measures are positively associated with 
performance (Ittner and Larcker, 1995; Ittneretal., 2003; Kaynak, 2003; Said et al., 2003; Davis and Albright, 
2004). It has been suggested that companies adopting performance measurement system would improve their 
corporate performance and profitability by identifying the causal relationships between actions and performance 
(Buhaovac and Slapničar (2007).We have divided cooperative performance into four perspective as map of 
strategic interaction and interdependence of perspective balanced scorecard concept on co-operative.  The 
concept is consisting of the perspective of membership, financial, internal process, and learning/training and 
growth, which is accompanied by objectives strategic, main size, and driving size of the performance, according 
to economic and social benefits with the interests and welfare of the members.  
 
Leadership: 
 Leadership is defined as an attempt to influence a group of people towards the achievement of goals 
(Robbins, 2001). Leadership is a relationship between a leader to others (subordinates), and the leader was able 
to give effect to the members that are willing to work together on tasks related to achieving the goals set. Koontz 
and O'Donnell (1982), defines leadership as an art and the processes that affect a group of people so that they 
want to work with a really mean to achieve the goals of the group.Lawless and Reynolds (2004) provides some 
of key criteria and best practice. According to them, one of the main criteria for establishing a successful co-
operative is to have a vision of leadership that is able to read market growth trends, technological advances, 
changes in pattern of competition, and so on. 
 There are threecurrentapproachesleadership.First,charismaticleadership, it suggeststhat 
followersmakeattributionofextraordinary leadershipabilitieswhentheynoticeda certainbehavior. Second is 
transactionalandtransformationalleadership.  Transactionalleadersareleaderwho 
guideormotivatetheirfollowerstowardestablishedgoals, by clarifying role andtask demands, while 
thetransformationalleaderis a leader whogivesconsiderationandintellectualstimulation, which is 
individualizedandhascharisma. Third, visionaryleadershipisthe ability to createand articulatea vision of 
thefutureorganization ofa realistic, credible, and attractive(Robbins, 2001).Avolioetal. (1988) statesthat in 
general,transactionalleader is better suitedforemergingmarketandwhere competition isnot yetstable. 
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Organizational Culture: 
 As individuals, the organization also has a personality. Personality in an organization is better known as 
organizational culture. According to Robbins (1996) organizational culture is a common perception held by 
members that distinguishes the organization from the other. Perception system is the main character sets than the 
value of the organization or termed by Schein (1992) as a valid considered, that the value of the proven benefits. 
From the study Chatman and Bersade (1997) states that a strong organizational culture can improve 
organizational performance. In forming a work culture needed a strong leadership and endorsement of each 
element. Culture and leadership can’t be separated, because the culture of the organization is driven by the 
leadership. 
 Asan enterprise entityalso runssocial mission, co-operativeshavedifferent organizationalcultureswith the 
companyin general. Cultural organization that should be built in cooperatives in social establish relationships 
with the members and prospective members are ahlakul karimah attitude(noble mannerism), summarizedin the 
acronymoffivemilestonesthat SIFAT thatSiddiq(integrity), attitudereflectsthatin carrying out thework was 
donewith intentionand asincereheart, to think clearly, speaktrue, behavioris commendableandexemplary. 
Istiqomah(consistent), this attitudeillustratesthat incarrying out the workto alwaysclingtocommitment, 
optimistic, persistent, patient and confident. Fathanah(professionalism), itillustratesthe attitude ofthe 
workforcewitha highspirit ofcontinuouslearning, wise, skillfuland meticulous.Amanah (responsibility), this 
attitude illustrates a sense of responsibility, responsive, objective, precise and disciplined so that they can be 
trusted. Tabligh (leadership), which describes the attitude of leadership based on compassion, always open, 
guiding, insightful, communication and give, pick up attitude, and at the same time providing an example to 
others. 
 
Member Participation: 
 Participation is: the involvement of a person of either mentally and emotionally to contribute to the 
attainment of the purpose of the group and take responsible.In raisingsuch participationneeds to improveself-
esteem, which in turn induce a feeling ofmutual respect. Participationis one waytoprovidemotivation. Thisisdue 
tothe participation ofoveremphasizingpsychologyin terms of ingredients, its meaningis toengagea personin 
itthen that personwill be responsible. According to Allport (1945), a person who accompanies is actually 
experiencing self and the nature of ego involvement, rather than involvement in work or task. 
Givenhisinvolvement that means as well asinvolvementhencethoughtsandfeelings. 
 Members can be seen as the most vital part of a cooperative. It is argued that member loyal attitude and 
loyal behavior play a significant role in the effectiveness and strengthening of a cooperative (Regts, 2009).  To 
build up and maintain the co-operative as a competitor to other companies in the commercial world, the 
members of the investors should take advantage of all types of co-operatives with a loyal customer of the co-
operative. Moreover, it also plays a role in the decision-making process, to determine programs and co-operative 
development strategy into the future. Further he said thatthe member participations oftheco-operativeisamember 
ofa roleinoverseeing thebusiness, venturecapital andenjoy the benefits, and participationin evaluatingthe 
decisionof theco-operativeactivities.  
 Various forms of member participations associated with the principle members of dual identity, as 
expressed by Hanel (2000), that as the owner, members should participate in decision-making, assessment and 
monitoring of the operations of co-operatives, which are usually done at a meeting of members. Similarly, 
members should participate in capital contributed through various forms of savings, and members should also 
participate in co-operative efforts to risk caused by mismanagement. As a user / customer, then the member 
should participate utilize the services / goods provided by the co-operative. Another opinion expressed by 
Ropke (2003), by grouping types of member participation, into participation in the move or donate resources, 
participation in decision-making (design, implementation, assessment of the decision), and participation in 
benefit. 
H1: Thereis arelationshipand influencebetweenparticipative leadershipwithco-operative performance. 
H2: There is a relationship and influence between organizational culture akhlaqul karimah with co-operative 
performance 
H3: There is arelationshipand influencebetween themember participations oftheco-operative performance, 
where the member participations is moderatorvariable. 
 
Methodology: 
 The research was conducted on the existing co-operatives in eight districts in North Sumatera Province 
Indonesia. Population defined is all the active co-operative organizations that still carrying out the Annual 
Member Meeting, qualified, and willing to participate in this study. The sample sizeused was100 respondent 
from 100 unit co-operatives, representsthe management as a secretary or treasurer or manager of each co-
operative. The research instrumentused byquestionnaire, withLikertscale (1-5). 
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Fig. 1:  Research Model. 
 
 An internal consistency analysis was performed to test the reliability of the instrument. Nunnally (1978) 
suggested an acceptable alpha value is scale of at least 0.5.As show in Table 1, the alpha values obtained of 
reliability analysis for this study are greater than 0.5.  Thus it can be concluded that this instrument has good 
internal consistency and is therefore reliable. 
 
Table 1: Reliability analysis result. 

Variables Number of Item Cronbach’s Alpha 
Leadership 20 0.881 

Organizational culture 35 0.874 
Member participation 17 0.571 

Cooperative performance 37 0.860 

 
RESULTS ANDDISCUSSION 

 
 Furthermore, the classical assumptions test using Kolmogorov-Smirnov testand multicollinearity test result 
provided in Table 2.Kolmogorov-Smirnov test by comparing the distribution of the data to be tested normality 
with standard normal distribution that has been transformed into the form of Z-Score, and if the significance 
level> 0.05 then the samples come from normal populations spread.  As shown in Table 2, Asymp.Sig (2-tail) 
are greater than 0.05 for each variable.  Thus it can be concluded that data come from normal distribution. Next, 
multicollinearity test using Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) and Tolerance, where data is feasible if tolerance 
value >0.10 and VIF <10.  As shown Table 2, tolerance value obtain more than 0.10, the VIF < 10 for all 
variables.  Heteroscedasticity test results produced residual plot is random, does not describe any particular style 
such as wavy, wide or narrow, so it is concluded that the linear regression model of this study had no 
heteroscedasticity, as shown in Figure 2.  Thus it can be conclude that data has metthe classical assumptions in 
linear regression analysis. 
 
Table 2:  Classical assumption test result. 

Variables 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

Z 
Asymp.Sig (2-tail) 

Collinearity Statistics 
Tolerance  VIF 

Leadership 1.337 0.056 0.157 6.366 
Organizational culture 1.297 0.069 0.211 4.738 
Member participation 1.510 0.053 0.343 2.911 

Cooperative performance 1.266 0.081 - - 

 

 
Fig. 2:  Residual plot – Leadership, Organizational Culture, Membership and Organization performance. 
 
 Furthermore, according to balanced scorecard concept, mean value of cooperative performance is 3.75, it 
come from average of four perspectivein rangeof 3.61 to 3.97, and it categorized at medium level, as shown in 
Table 3. 
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Table 3:Mean Values of Cooperative Performance Using Balanced Scorecard Concept. 
Variables N Mean Value Level 

Cooperative Performance 100 3.75 Medium 
Member Perspective 100 3.89 Medium 
Financial Perspective 100 3.61 Medium 

Internal Process Perspective 100 3.97 Medium 
Learning & Growth Perspective 100 3.65 Medium 

 
 From the results of Pearson correlation analysis, it is found that leadership, organizational culture, and 
member participation are significantly correlated to cooperative performance. As shown in Table 4, the 
correlation coefficients are found to be positive and statistically significant at 0.01 level (p<0.01) 2-tailed.  
 
Table 4: Pearson Correlation Coefficients. 

Variables Leadership 
Organizational Member Cooperative 

Culture Participation Performance 
Leadership 1.000 

 
  

Organizational culture 0.853**  1.000   
Member participation 0.803**  0.688**  1.000  

Cooperative performance 0.931**  0.885**  0.870**  1.000 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) 
 
Table 5: Summary of Multiple Linear Regression Analysis. 

Variable Beta t-value Sig.(2-tailed) 
Constant -1.176 - 6.315 0.000 

Leadership 0.652 7.175**  0.000 
Organizational Culture 0.465 5.507**  0.000 
Member Participation 0.132 2.940**  0.004 

R Square 0.906 
Adjust. R Square 0.903 

F-Test 308.449**  
Sig. (2-tailed)) 0.000 

  
 As shown Table 5, the value of R2 as 0.906, it means that 90.6% of the variables change co-operative 
performance can be explained by the independent variable.  F value of 308.449** , α <1%, meaning that the 
independent variables (ie leadership, organizational culture and the member participation) are very 
significantand positive affect the co-operativeperformance. 
 
Discussion: 
 Hypothesis 1, states that there is relationship and influence between participative leadership and co-
operative performance. According Pearson correlation coefficient, it was obtained that participative leadership is 
significant correlated to the performance, with r=0.931** . Similarly, also the relationshipbetween organizational 
culture and leadership with the member participation, with r=0.853**  and r=0.803** , respectively.From the 
results of the regression analysis showed that the value of t=7.175** , α<1%, it means that the effect ofleadership 
is very significant in improving co-operative performance. This study is consistent with the statement of 
Lawless and Reynolds (2004), and also support study by Persson (2010), Sharma (1991) and Towera (2011). 
 Hypothesis 2, states thatthere is relationshipand influencebetweenorganizational culture andco-operative 
performance. According Pearsoncorrelation coefficient, it was obtainedthat organizational cultureis significant 
correlatedto the performance, withr=0.885** .There is alsosimilarity relationshipbetween organizationalculture 
and leadership andmember participation, with r=0.853**  and r=0.688** respectively.From the results ofthe 
regressionanalysisobtained value of t=5.507** , withα<1%, it meansthat the effect of organizational cultureis very 
significant in improving the co-operative performance. This studysupports thetheoryKotterandHeskett(1992), 
which statesthat organizational culturesignificantly affects theperformance of the organization.Strong 
organizational culture that developed in the co-operative is a result of the spread of beliefs and values that 
directs to the behavior of its members.  The study also support Chatman and Bersade (1997), and Kyriakopoulos 
(2004) study. In forming a good working culture will require strong leadership that can the support of all 
elements. Culture and leadership can’t be separated because leadership is driven by organizational culture.  
 Hypothesis 3, statesthat there is relationship and influence between member participationand co-operative 
performance. According Pearsoncorrelation coefficients, it was obtainedthat member participations is significant 
correlated to co-operative performance, r=0.840** .There is also similarity relationshipbetweenmember 
participationand leadership, as well as organizational culture, withr=0.803** andr=0.688** respectively.  Fromthe 
result of regression analysis obtained value of t=2.940**  withα<1%, it means thatmember participationis 
verysignificant improving the co-operative performance. Sexton and Iskow (1998) stated that one of the reasons 
of the co-operatives that failed are lack of support from member, as well as poor management. This is because 
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the member is an essential part of the organization of co-operatives and their active participation and loyalty to 
co-operative trade is integral to the success (Laursen, 2008). This research also support study by Nwanko et al. 
(2010); Ramezani (2007); Agrawalet al, (2002). 
 This research obtained the regression equation: Y = -1.176 + 0.652LS + 0.465OC+ 0.132MP, where in: Y= 
Performance, LS = Leadership, OC = Organizational Culture, and MP = Member Participation.  
 According to Hypothesis 3, it shown the results ofhierarchicalanalyzesto examine 
theparticipationmembervariablesasmoderatorvariables. 
 
Table6:Hierarchical Analysis of Leadership which Member Participation as Moderator. 

Independent Co-operative performance 
Variable Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 

Model variables:Leadership (LS) .931***  6.80***  1.106***  
Moderator variables: Member participations (MP) 

 
.157**  .706 

Effect of Interaction: LS x MP 
  

-.812 
R 2 .868 .876 .878 

Adjusted R 2 .866 .874 .874 
Changes in R 2 .868 .009 .002 
Changes in F 642.260***  6.824**  1.466 

Note: * p <0.05, ** p <0.01, *** p <0. 001  
 
 FromTable 6, results showedthat in phase 1, there is a significant effect between leadership andco-operative 
performance. In phase 2, there is significant effect between leadership, member participation and co-operative 
performance. In phase 3, there isa changeinR2(ΔR2) isverysignificantfromthe firstphase(ΔR2=0.868) to the 
second phase(ΔR2=0.009) atα=0.001.However, nosignificant changesfrom second (ΔR2=0.009) to 
thirdphase(ΔR2=0.002). This means, there is not interactionbetweenleadership, andmember participations to 
increase co-operative performance(β=-0.812, p=0.229). 
 According toDavidCorteninRopke(2003)that quality ofmember participations ofco-operativewillbe 
realizedif there iscompatibilityof threeinterrelatedfactors aremembers, boardandprogram. Compatibility 
betweenmembersand board, meaningthat membersshouldbe willingto articulatetheirneedsin ameeting of 
members, so thatboardcanunderstand theneedsof members and theprogramisimplementedto beuseful. 
However,possibilityhappened in many member participation of co-operativesin Province ofNorth Sumatera,the 
membersare notwillingto articulatetheirneedsto theboard, so interactionbetweenmembers and board are 
nosignificantly effectin improvingco-operative performance. 
 
Table 7:Hierarchical Analysis of Organizational Culture which Member Participation as Moderator. 

Independent Co-operative performance 
Variable Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 

Variable Model: Organizational Culture (OC) .885***  .631***  1.278***  
Moderator Variables: Member participations (MP) 

 
.370***  1.669***  

Effect of Interaction: OC x MP 
  

-1.809**  
R 2 .783 .856 .865 

Adjusted R 2 .781 .853 .861 
Changes in R 2 .783 .072 .009 
Changes in F 354.636***  48.446***  6.708**  

Note: * p <0.05, ** p <0.01, *** p <0.001   
 
 From Table 7, result showed that in phase 1 there is a significant effect between organizational culture and 
co-operative performance. In phase 2 there is a significant affect between organizational culture, member 
participations and co-operative performance. In phase 3 there is a significant change from R2 (ΔR2) from first 
(ΔR2=0.783) to second phase (ΔR2=0.072) at α = 0.001. Likewise, a very significant change from second phase 
(ΔR2 =0.072) to third phase (ΔR2 =0.009) at α=0.01. This means that member participations significantly 
support relationship between organizational culture and co-operative performance (β =-1.809, p = 0.011). 
 This research also supports Kotter and Heskett theory (1992), study of Chatman and 
Bersade(1997)andKyriakopoulos(2004)which states that organizational culture significantly affect 
organizational performance. Strong organizational culture in the co-operative is result of spread of beliefs and 
values that develops within an organization that directs behavior of its members.This research support 
whichstates thata strongorganizational culturecanimprove organizational performance.  
 
Conclusion: 
 This paper has applied empirical analysis on influence of participative leadershipand organizational 
performance in cooperative and member participation on cooperative performance.  Survey on cooperative 
performance using balanced scorecard concept reveals that the level of cooperative performance is medium 
level.  The result shows that the participative management of leadership style and ahlaqul karimah of 
organizational culture contribute to increase cooperative performance, meanwhile member participationcan 
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moderating the relationshipbetweenorganizationalculture and co-operative performance. The 
interactionbetweenorganizational cultureandmember participation has showed that organizational cultureis 
builton theco-operativehas beenable toincreasemember participation andultimatelyimprove co-operative 
performance.The research suggest that to increase cooperative performance must consider the leader using 
participative style  and developing akhlaqul karimah as organizational behavior in cooperative organization. 
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